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Let G be a finite group. If K < H < G and for each g E G we have 
Kg n H :< K, then we say that K is strongly closed in H with respect to G. 
In this paper we prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let G be ajnitegroup. Let D < S ,< G with D dihedral and S 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Suppose that D is strongly closed in S with respect 
to G. Taking M = (DG), the normal closure of D in G, we must haz?e one of 
(1) M = D . O(M), 
(2) M/O(M) N U,(4), 
(3) ~lZ~O(lW) ‘v A,, or 
(4) J(IIO(M) ‘v PGL(2, q)for odd q or PSL(2, q) for odd q > 5. 
In particular, we note that D = Qn,(S n M). 
Our proof follows the work of Bender [4], Goldschmidt [I 11, and 
Aschbacher [3]. Thus, we concentrate our attention on a minimal counter- 
example and particularly on subgroups of the counterexample that are 
perfect or nilpotent and subnormal in subgroups that contain involution 
centralizers. 
A group H is quasisimple if H is perfect (H = H’) and H/Z(H) is simple. 
For any group G the subnormal quasisimple subgroups of G are the com- 
ponents of G. If R is a component of G = G/O(G) let H, be the complete 
preimage of B in G and H = Ho rK) Then His perfect and subnormal in G. . 
We call H a layer component of G. 
A simple group G is said to be of component type if, for some involution 
t of G, C,(t) has a nontrivial layer component. It is clear that in any group 
a component is also a layer component. A major conjecture concerning 
simple groups of component type states that for involution centralizers the 
converse is also true, layer components must be components. A great deal 
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of our proof of the Main Theorem amounts to verifying the conjecture in a 
specific case. 
Although our result is very closely related to the work of Goldschmidt 
[l I] which provides a similar theorem for abelian 2-subgroups, the proofs 
diverge at an early stage. If the 2-subgroup T, strongly closed in a Sylow 
2-subgroup S of G with respect to G, is abelian then NL( T)controls the fusion 
of elements in S. If T is dihedral this is not the case in general. On the other 
hand, as a dihedral 2-subgroup is in a sense “thin,” its automorphisms are 
much easier to describe than those of an abelian 2-subgroup. Also, this 
means that our inductive subgroups have a far less complicated structure 
than those encountered by Goldschmidt. 
Our proof is by induction. In Section 4 we give several properties of the 
groubs of the conclusion to our main theorem. These are used in Section 5 
to show that a minimal counterexample must be simple and of a somewhat 
restricted nature. That is, if D is our dihedral 2-subgroup then we may find 
an involution f centralizing D such that (DC")? is a layer component of 
c;;(t). However, a result of Aschbacher [2] allows us to show that DC’“: is 
not a component of C,(t). In Section 6 we exploit this fact to reach a contra- 
diction. Specifically, we first construct a signalizer functor as in [lo]. Because 
<'DC")) is not quasisimple, the signalizer functor is not trivial. -1 relative 
ZI-theorem similar to that proved in [I l] is then employed to reach the 
contradiction. 
Section 3 presents 2-fusion results related to our main theorem. These 
results are combined with the Main Theorem to produce several corollaries 
in Section 7. If G 12 S > Q where S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, we describe 
the normal closure of Q in G when Q is generalized quaternion or extraspecial 
and strongly closed in S with respect to G and when Q is a Klein 4-group 
weakly closed in S with respect to G. This last allows us to describe exphcitly 
the normal closure in G of the involution a if we have the condition 
& n S 1 = 2 or 3. Theorem 3.3, the case I uG n S 1 = 2, is originally 
due to G. Higman. 
Of particular interest is Theorem 3.1 where we study the following 
situation: G 3 S 2 D, where S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and the dihedral 
2-group D contains the weak closure of each of its involutions in S with 
respect to G. We find that either D is strongly closed in S with respect to G 
and our Main Theorem applies, or there is a quasidihedral Q :.: S with 
iQ:D~ :- 2 and Q is strongly closed in S with respect to G. We conjecture 
that in the second case, Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of its normal closure in G 
(hence, the classification theorem of [1] could be quoted). Unfortunately, we 
are unable as yet to prove the conjecture. Much of the proof of our Main 
Theorem goes over to the quasidihedral case. But the appropriate relative 
Zj-theorem and several of the relevant structure lemmas no longer hold. 
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However, results corresponding to those of Section 5 go through and a 
suitable signalizer functor exists. Therefore, we may be able to prove directly 
that the constructed layer component is a component, providing the desired 
contradiction. 
It must be emphasized that our proof of the Main Theorem depends 
heavily on the classification theorem of Gorenstein and Walter [ 141, which we 
must quote to claim that a Sylow 2-subgroup properly contains our dihedral 
2-group. Also of fundamental importance in the proof are Bender’s classifi- 
cation of groups with a proper strongly embedded subgroup [5], Goldschmidt’s 
work on the signalizer functor theorem and 2-fusion [9-111, and a condi- 
tion for the existence of a proper strongly embedded subgroup due to 
Aschbacher [2]. The theorem of Feit and Thompson [6] is used implicitly 
throughout our proof. 
1. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
The 2-group D is dilzedral if D is generated by two nontrivial elements 
s and J subject to the relations x2” = y” = 1 and yxy -A x-r, where n is an 
integer at least 1. If n = 1 then D is isomorphic to the Klein 4-group, V, . 
If the dihedral 2-subgroup D is strongly closed in a Sylow 2-subgroup of G 
with respect to G we shall say that G is an SD(D)-group. If G is an SD(D)- 
group that satisfies our Main Theorem, then we shall say that G is an SD*(D)- 
group. Hence, the object of the proof of our Main Theorem is to show that 
any SD(D)-group is in fact an SD*(D)-group. 
For K 1:; H < M < G we have seen that K is strongly closed in H with 
respect to JI if for each g E M we have Kg n H < K. Similarly, K is weakly 
closed in H with respect to M if Kg < H for g E M implies that Kg = K. For 
an involution z of G, we shall say that z is isolated in G if for some Sylow 
2-subgroup S of G we find that (z> is strongly closed in S with respect to G. 
That is, zc n S = z. In this case we will always invoke the Z*-theorem of 
Glauberman [7, Corollary I] to say that x E Z*(G), where Z*(G) denotes the 
complete preimage in G of Z(G) for G : G/O(G). 
Information and definitions relating to PSL(2, 4) and PGL(2, q) can be 
found in [3, Sect. 31 and [16, Kapitel II, Subsect. 6-81. By convention, when 
writing of the groups PSL(2, 4) we shall assume that q is an odd prime 
power at least 5. Similarly, for the class PGL(2, q) we shall assume that q 
is an odd prime power (here, possibly equal to 3). For reference relating 
to A; see [14, Lemma 3.21. For reference relating to U,(4) see [II, (3.2) and 
(3.3)] and [16, Kapitel II, Sect. lo]. Note that in the latter, U,(4) is denoted 
PSU(3, 4’). 
W’e shall frequently make use of the bar convention. That is, suppose 
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3 ~2; G and denote bp G the image of the natural homomorphism 
y: G + G/N. Then, for any KC G, k = y(K N). We shall also at times 
drop group names as subscripts when the reference is unambiguous, hence, 
C(K) for C,(K). The symbols ( 3 ) and < (Y) represent inclusion and 
proper inclusion of subgroups. 
RIost of our notation is standard and can be found in [ 121 or [ 161. We 
shall denote by I(G) the set of involutions of G and by Syl,,(G) the set of 
Sylow p-subgroups of G. Unlike [Ill, we shall let Xc be the set of G-conju- 
gates of the set X and (X” > be the subgroup of G generated b!- S”. l&(H, 7~) 
will denote the set of H-invariant n-subgroups of G, &*(N, n) the maximal 
members of II,(H, .rr). The maximal number of generators for an abelian 
subgroup of T is the rank of T, m(T). S -- T will be the set of elements of S 
not in T and S” will be the set S ~ I. For any group G, n(G) is the set 
of primes that divide G ~. 
All groups considered in this paper have finite order. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We present results used frequently in the balance of the paper. 
Following Render (see [4, 1 I]) we define two characteristic subgroups of a 
group G - E(G) and F*(G). Let E = C,;(F(G)), F(G) the Fitting subgroup 
of G (see [12, p. 2181). We then let E,, be the complete preimage in G of the 
direct product of all minimal normal subgroups of E/Z(E). Let E(G) =-~: Er’, 
the last term in the derived series of E0 ; and let the generalized Fitting 
subgroup F*(G) = F(G) . E(G). 
LEMMA 2.1. (I) E(G) is a central product of all components of G - the 
subnormal quasisimple subgroups of G. 
(2) E(G) and F*(G) are characteristic in G. If G #: 1 then F*(G) + I. 
(3) For any S .L: G, [E(G), X] is the product of those components of 
E(G) not centralized by S. 
(4) C,(F*(G)) <F*(G). 
Proof. See [ll, (2.1) and (2.2)]. Th ese facts are frequently used without 
reference. b 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a nonabelian simple group with H maximal in G. 
Suppose further that for some ,Y ga F*(H) we have C,,,,,(.U) _’ S > :V. 
Then [O,(M), OP(F*(H))] ~~~ 1, for all p E rr(F(H)). If further ‘$1 is maximal 
in G and for some Y ~zIzI F”(M) we have CF+,)(IV) -< I7 --,-’ H, then either 
H iI or F*(H) and F*(3l) are both p-groups for some prime p. 
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Proof. See [4, 1.71. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. If F*(H) is a p-group f or some prime p and P is a p-subgroup 
of H, then F*(V,(P)) and F*(C,(P)) are both p-groups. 
Proof. See [4, I.81 1 
LEMMA 2.4. (Thompson lemma). Let P be a p-group, Q := O”(Q), and 
[Q, P] = I. Suppose Q . P acts on the p-group 1Xr in such a way that 
[Q, C,,(P)] = I. Then [Q, M] =T 1. 
Proof. See [4, 1 .I]. 1 
LEMMA 2.5. Let a, b E G with [a, b] == I. Then aG n Co(b) = aCcb) if 
and on/y zf bc n C,(a) = bCla). 
Proof. Suppose xg E C(y) andyc n C(x) = yctz). Then II”-’ E-Y~ n C(x) :~- 
yC(s). Choose c E C(x) with y-l = y’. We have x0 := .vr” ; xc(Y). [ 
LEMibI.4 2.6. Suppose P E Syl,(G) and W is weakly closed in P with respect 
to G. Then for c E C,(W), co n C,(W) = cVtw) n C,(W). 
Proof. Suppose x, xg E C,(W). We can find Sylow p-subgroups PI and Pz 
of C(x”) with W < PI and Ws <> P2. If y E C(xg) with PI = Pz”, then 
W == Wgg by the weak closure of W in PI with respect to C(x”). Thus, 
y = x9uEXN(W). 1 
LEMMA 2.7. Let P E Syl,(G) with P’ -<Q < P. Let x E P - Q, and 
- 
suppose that for all integers i and all g E G with (xi>” E P we have (xz)~ = 2 in 
P = P/Q. Then x 6 On(G). 
Proof. This is immediate from calculating the transfer from G into P 
(see [12, 7.3.31). fi 
LEMMA 2.8. G = (RG) be a finite group, R a nontrivial 2-subgroup of G 
with R < M < G. Assume that R is strongly closed in a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
G with respect to G and if Rg n R # 1 f or some g E G then g E M. Then G has 
a proper strongly embedded subgroup. 
Proof. This result is essentially due to Aschbacher (see [2, 31). \Ye form 
the undirected graph 9 with vertex set L% = I(R)c and edge set ((r, s) 1 r, s E%‘, 
rs = sr =# I>. Note that if (u, v) is an edge of 9 then, by the strong closure 
of R in a Sylow 2-subgroup with respect to G, there is a g E G with (u, vi” <R. 
Thus, u%g == (uv)” E R, hence, uzl E W. 
481/40/I-14 
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Let u E :1f n .@ and choose z’ E :Z such that II% =: zz .,: 1 (that is, (u, ~1) 
is an edge of 9). By the strong closure of R in a Sylow 2-subgroup of -?I 
with respect to M, there is an m E M with 2~” E R. As uvl E R” n R for all 
g E C(P), we see in particular that P E M n 9’. Thus 2’ E ,ilZ n 9. Therefore, 
the graph induced by 3 on the vertex set A4 n -%’ is a union of connected 
components of 9. Let V be one of these components. 
G acts naturally on 3. Let X be the subgroup of G fixing % and choose 
an Y E R n %. For any n E N, rrr E ‘8. By the strong closure of R in a Sylow 
2-subgroup of M with respect to M there exists an nl E !IT with rTEiJ’ E R. As 
y)lN’ E RI~‘~’ n R we have nm E 111, hence, 7~ E M. Thus, IV -- !lI < G. Now 
[2, Theorem I] implies that G has a proper strongly embedded subgroup. m 
LEMMA 2.9. Suppose G contains the p-subgroup P, for some prime p, auf 
thnt I’ normalizes the p’-suky!evoup ,O. 
-- 
(I) If IV =- IV&)) and 1T 
.- 
: :V;Q,, then C,v(P) =- C’,v(P). 
(2) Q =~: [Cl, P] . C,(P) and [Q, P] = [Q, P, P]. 
(3) lf m(P) , : 2, then Q = (C,(s) j N E P- ‘. 
Proof. See [ 12, 6.2.2 and 6.2.31. (2) is a direct consequence of (1). Lemma 
2.9 will be used frequently and without reference. 1 
LEMM.~ 2. IO. Suppose G is an SD(D)-group, G :Z H, If r> K, and 
fj L-m H/k-. 
( I) lf g E G is chosen such that L), :-- D!J n H has maximal order, then 
either I(D1) is isolated in H or II is an SD(D,)-group and 12 is atz SD(D-&group. 
(2) !f V . . D, then (V”>, :.= I’ . [G, V]. 
(3) G =~~ (Dc; . ;VG(D). 
Proof. The lemma, which is useful in the induction, will be used without 
reference. If I(D,) is not isolated in H, then His an SD(D,)-group from the 
definitions. That R is an SD(D,)-group follows from Sylow’s theorem. 
Clearly, (I’“) I.: I’. [G, I/] g G; however CT. [G, I.1 is generated by 
conjugates of IV, so (I’“) =. V [G, C-1. The Frattini argument and strong 
closure of D in a Sylow 2-subgroup with respect to (DC> give (3). 1 
3. SOME KESULTS ON ~-FUSION 
In this section we give some results on the ‘-fusion properties of finite 
groups that are related to the situation of our Main Theorem. These results 
mav also be of some independent interest. 
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1i.e say that, for a 2-group K with K .:< H < G, K is strongbs ineolution 
closed in H with respect to G if k E I(K) and kg E H for some g t G implies 
that kg E K. Note that, for such a K, 9,(K) is always weakly closed in H 
with respect to G. 
For reference to the structure of 2-groups with cyclic maximal subgroups 
see [12, 5.4.3 and 5.4.41. Following [l], we prefer the name quasi-dihedral 
for the 2-groups with presentations (s, y i 9“ = y2 == 1, yxy = s-r P ‘) 
for n ;> 3. We refer to the 2-groups with presentations i&r, y 1 ~2’~ = J* F:= I, 
yxy = x1**“-‘) for n > 3 as modular. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose D is a nontrizial dihedral subg,group of the Sylow 
&subgroup S of G. Further suppose that D is strongly involution closed in S with 
respect to G. Then there exists a Q with S >> Q > D and 1 Q : D j &a 2 such 
that Q is strongly closed in S with respect to G. If D # Q, then Q is quasidihedral 
and all elements in Q of order 4 are fused in G. 
Proof. We assume that D is not strongly closed in S with respect to G. 
In particular ~ D j -> 8. Let X = (x) be the cyclic subgroup of indes 2 in D, 
I7 = (‘JI> .= Q,(X), and (z> = Z(D). 
As 1 S : C,(Y)/ = 2 we find that I(D)G n C,(Y) =I I(D)G n Q(S) =: z. 
Suppose w 6 I(D)G centralizes Y” for some h E G and let (w, Y”) :< Sg E 
Syl,(N( I’“)). Then Yh < (I(D)c n Sh) .< Sh < N(Yll), hence, 
Y” :c (I(D)G n SQ). By the involution strong closure of D in S with respect 
to G we have I’h = YO. Thus, we must have w = I(D)” n Csg(Yg) =- 
9 = (y")". 
As D is not strongly closed in S with respect to G we can find a .z’ E ,\r 
and a V” E S -- D. Suppose that (zP)* E X and [ZIP, y] = I. Let 1 v ~ := 2’” for 
n >, 2. Then 1 X . Vs : X ) = 2 and Y .< Z(X . V”). Thus either S . VI’ is 
modular or X. Vg ‘v 2, x X (see [12, 5.4.3 and 5.4.41). In either case 
XI T/g has precisely 2 subgroups of order 2”, V, and V”. As X. Vg = 
D Vgn C(Y)g D . V”, Vg must be normalized by D. Let D < P E 
Syl,(N( Vg)). Now Vg < Dg = (I(D)” n SQ) < S’s E Syl,(N( VQ)). Hence, YO :< 
(I(D)G n P) = D, contradicting our choice of Vg. Therefore, for no suitable 
ZIP E S - D can we have (ug)* E X and [zig, y] = I. 
Now consider the set yG n S. Suppose yg E S - D. Then (yg)” E I(D)c n 
@p(S) = z, hence, (yQ)2 E X. Therefore, by the preceding paragraph yQ $ 
C,(Y), and in particular yY # O(S). Next suppose there is a ‘: E X and tug E 
S - D with / ti / > 4. By the above Y = YO < @((vQ). Choose such a z’u 
of minimal possible order. Then (TI”)~ E X and (v”) > Y, hence, [zI”, y] := I. 
This is a contradiction to our previous findings. Consequently, no such 
UQ with / ~fl / > 4 exists. 
As D is not strongly closed in S with respect to G, there is a yg E S - D 
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for some g E G. Let Q ti (y+ . D, so that (?‘~)a = Z, and / Q : D I =~ 2. We 
have seen that I(D)c n C&g) -_ (y”)” ~7:: z. Also [y”, Y] # 1. Thus, 
C&g) =- < yg) of order 4. Therefore, as Q’ S {(y”))ly”~ / q E Q] we have 
lQ:Q’ ’ 4. By ([12, 5.4.3 and 5.4.51) Q is quasidihedral, and in particular, 
all elements of order 4 in Q are fused in G. Suppose Q is normalized by 3’” E 
S - Q. As before C&y”) = /,a>. Here [12, 5.4.3 and 5.4.51 provide a 
contradiction. 
Therefore, Q - fy”) D is weakly closed in NJQ) with respect to G, 
hence, Q -:< S. We have thus found that yc n S C Q and so Q = (I(D)G n S, 
JJ; n S;. Let r,- == C:U\ be the maximal cyclic subgroup of Q. The elements 
of Q - D are either of order 4 (and so in y’ n S C Q) or are in U. Hence, to 
show that Q is strongly closed in S with respect to G we need only show that CT 
is weakly closed in S with respect to G. Hence choose a u’: E S - Q. Then 
((u”>‘) -2; XG n Q(S) =- ,Y, hence 1 U 1. (/ : u” 1 :: 2 and Z( c c:k) :,: 1.. 
As before either C:” l7 is modular or isomorphic to Z, x L’. In either cast 
L- and C‘L are the only subgroups of their order in 1’ Ui. As Q normalizes 
Q U/L n C(Y) = U Crl(;, Q normalizes c’“‘. As before the weak closure of 
Q = <1(D)G n S, J!’ n S) in N( UP) with respect to G leads to a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of 3.1. 1 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose V ‘v C, is weakly closed in S with respect to G, 
V :: S t Syl,(G). Let C’ = <a, b> with a E Z(S). Take W -= (aC n 5’). Then 
W is stronglv closed in S with respect to G, and we haae one of the following: 
(I) W = ,<n> and V . O(G) 2 G; 
(2) Hz7 : I,’ and W# is fused in G; 
(3) 11”~ V, and W . V is dihedral of order 8; or 
(4) W ;z V and W is dihedral of order 8. 
Proof. If VT ~1 Z(S) then by 2.6 and the Z”-theorem W’ - IV and V is 
strongly closed in S with respect to G. Hence, we are in case (I) or case (2). 
Therefore we may assume that ah E hS. If a is isolated in G then two applica- 
tions of the Z*-theorem show that we are in case (1). 
Assume we arc not in case (I) or case (2). Thus there is a c E a” n S with 
c $ V. By 2.6 c $ C,(V), hence, S : C,(V): -- 2. As C,(V) ;‘: (P(S), 
a” n Q(S) c aG n C,(V) C J’+‘. Let D = (c, I7 so that D is dihedral of 
order 8. 
Suppose r, s E ac with r #~ s and [r, s] == 1. We claim that rs E aG. M’e 
may assume r = a and s E S. If s E V then as E s” C a”. Therefore, we ma) 
assume that s E S - C,7( V), and so <s‘x . V is dihedral of order 8. Thus 
ns E SF’ C a” as required. 
Let X be an abelian subgroup of maximal order generated by elements of 
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a” n S. By the above S* E ac I? S. As c E aG n S, 1 X j 3 I(a, c); = 4. As 
I 5’ : C,( V)i = 2 and ac n C,(V) C Vi*, we must have i X j < 8. However, 
if V :< S then X :< C,(V) n (aG f~ S) < V. Hence in any case / X j =: 4. 
Suppose there exists a n E ac n S with d E N,(D) - D. Let Y = (y) be 
the cyclic subgroup of order 4 in D. Now d $ aG n C,(V) _C I/# and by the 
preceding paragraph, d $ aG n CJ(a, c>) C (a, c)#. As d normalizes V we 
must have b” = ab and cd = ac, hence, [d, Y] = [d, (bc)] = 1. 
Consequently, S must contain some conjugate x = y” of y with x2 f a. 
Now x2 E aG‘ n D(S) C: c’#, so without loss 9 = b. Note that [x, V] ~= 
[x, (a, b)] = 1. 
By 2.6, there is an n E N( G’) with 6” = a, hence xT2 E C(V) and (x~)~ = a. 
Therefore gn E C(a) and J” ~y~(@. By (I), Y. O(C(a)) 4 C(a), whence 
C(V) O(C(a)) 4 C(a). But P E C(V) . O(C(a)) while y $ C(V) . O(C(a)). 
Consequently, no such x7’, s, or d exist. 
As D = (aG n D, V> we have proved that D is weakly closed in N,(D) 
with respect to D. Therefore D -3 S, and we have D > (aG n S>. If D f 
(aG n S), then W = (aC n S) N V4 ; and we are in case (3). So we may 
assume that D = (aC n S). If D is not strongly closed in S with respect to G, 
then by 3.1 there is a quasidihedral Q < S with D < Q. However, in that 
case we see from [12, 54.31 that I/ $ Q, a contradiction which completes 
the proof of 3.2. 1 
THEOREM 3.3. (Higman). Let a EI(G) with (a”) = G and a E S E SyI,(G). 
If a” n S ~ = 2, then G/O(G) ‘v PGL(2, q)for q ET 3,5 (8). 
Pyoof. Let ac n S = (a, b}. Note that ab E aG n S and ab f b, hence, 
L’ = (a, 6) ‘v V, and V = (aG n S) is weakly closed in S with respect to G. 
Now G -= laG), b E aG, z LX= ab E Z(S), and z $ aG. Thus, we must be in 
case (3) of 3.2. Here (zc n S) is an abelian 2-subgroup strongly closed in S 
with respect to G. For N = (zG) either a EN or 3 is isolated in G = G/iv. 
Now using the Z*-theorem and Goldschmidt’s theorem on 2-fusion ([ll, 
Theorem A]) the result follows. n 
4. STRUCTURE OF SD*-GROUPS 
In Section 4, we first discuss the specific structure properties of the groups 
of the conclusion to our Main Theorem. From these properties we then prove 
more general structure lemmas that will be of use in the inductions of the 
proof of the Main Theorem. 
LERIMA 4.1. Suppose D is a dihedral group of order 2”, n > 2. 
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(1) W-e ma, choose s, ~1 E D such that D : ,s, y ; 9” ’ j” 1, 
&@ r- x-‘). 
(2) Let a ~~ ~2”’ ‘. D has three classes of involutions given by, z, yn 
{yxyl,’ 1 k an integer], yxD = (3,x”‘” k an integer:. 
(3) D Q,(D), and&,(D) >.- S = ix). Ifn :-, 2 then, for d, , dz EI(D), 
(cl, , d,j -I- D if and only if d1 $ dsD and d, # z 7’ d, . 
(4) D’ = Q(D) /Ix”>. If n > 2 then (z\ = Z(D) and, for all d E I(D) 
with d #~ z, dz E d”. 
(5) If n =- 2 then Aut(D) ‘v S, . Suppose n > 2 and H p D. Let 
H =:: H/D . C,(D). Then H =-- 2 % C wshere % is a cyclic 2-group and 
7- C = C,(X) has order at most 2. Elements of D C,(X) - D . C,(D) fuse 
yD and yxD. 
Proof. (1) is the definition of a dihedral 2-group and (2)-(4) follow 
directly. J$‘e frequently use these facts concerning D without reference. 
For (5) if n = 2 the result is again immediate. Now suppose r/ ‘;. 2 and 
h E C,(X). If h normalizes yD and yx” then by (2) h E D C,(D). Also if h 
fuses yD and yxD, then h” must fix them. Thus, 1 D . C,(X) : D . C,(D)i .._ 2 
and elements of D . C,(X) - D . C,<(D) fuse y” and yxD. Now H/C,(X) is 
faithful on X and the image of D has order 2 acting as inversion. Thus, by 
([12, 5.4.11) H/D . C,(X) is a cyclic 2-group. As C = C,(X) is normal in g 
and has order 2, H is abelian. Now since , H : Nu((yD>); 2:: 2 and 
D C,(X) n Ai,((y”)) .:. D C,(D), H has the required form. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose II ‘v U,(4). 
(1) His simple. For S t Syl,(H), / S j = 64. 
(2) Let V = Q,(S). Then V N V,, and H is an SD( V)-group. We hate 
Z(S) --- v = As’. 
(3) The unique maximal subgroup of H containing 5’ is a split extension 
of S by a subgroup of order 15 that fuses I/*. 
(4) In Aut(H), V is the centralizer of S. 
Proof. For (l)-(3) see [ll, (3.2)]. For (4) see [ll, (3.3)]. m 
1t’e will find the following definition convenient. 
DEFINITION. An SD*(D)-group H is exceptional if (DH)/O((DH)) ‘u 
U,(4). Otherwise, H is nonexceptional. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose H N A, . 
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(I) H is a simple SD(D)-group fey D E Syl,(H). 
(2) 1 H j = 7.5.9.8, and H has one class of involutions. 
(3) Am(H) ‘v S, . Aut(H) has two classes of involutions outside H. The 
cent&xers of representatives of these in H are isomorphic to S, and PGL(2, 3) 
and so, in particular, do not control the H-fusion of their involutions. 
(4) Suppose d E I(D) and K is a subgroup of H of odd order that is 
C,(d)-invariant. Then K -< C,(d). 
Proof. All these facts are either well known or easily verified. See [14, 
lemma 3.21. 1 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose H cy PGL(2, q) for q odd. Let L = Oe(H) ‘v 
PSL(2, q). 
(1) For q > 3, L = E(H) is simple. 
(2) Let S, E Syl,(H) and S --: S, n L. L is an SD(S) group with one 
class of involutions. H is an SD(&)-group with two classes of involutions. 
(3) ~Hl =(q+I)q(q-l),and/H:L~ =2. 
(4) Am(L) = Am(H) ‘u PPL(2, q). Aut(L)/H is cyclic. 
(5) Suppose that t induces an outer automorphism on L that centralizes 
S and that t2 EL. Then (t) L N (a) . PSL(2, r2) for q = y2 where 0 induces 
a Galois automorphism of order 2 on GF(r?). In this case C,(t) Y PGL(2, Y). 
Proof. (l)-(4) are well known (see [14, Sect. 31). For (5) we note that 
o must fix a subgroup of PSL(2, Y?) isomorphic to PSL(2, Y). If /3 is a generator 
of a Sylow 2-subgroup of the multiplicative group of GF(r), then p is a 
square in GF(r”) but not in GF(r). As CJ must centralize (i -3, a check of 
Dickson’s list of subgroups of PSL(2,r2) [ 16, II, 8.271 shows that o centralizes 
a maximal subgroup of PSL(2, r2) isomorphic to PGL(2, r). As this subgroup 
contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSL(2, r2), (5) follows. 1 
RHENIUM 4.5. Suppose M p H and j M : H I is odd, where H/O(H) ‘v A, , 
PSL(2, q), OY PGL(2, q). Further suppose that W is dihedral with W < D E 
Syl,(M), and let p be an odd prime. 
(1) AV,V( W) is transitive on kIs,\I*( W, p). 
(2) For P E kI,%,*( W, p) either P is u Sylow p-subgroup of M OY P is 
normalized b-y a Sylow 2-subgroup of 111. 
(3) If NM(K) ;: W for the odd subgroup K, then K < C,M(z) . O(M) 
for some z E Z(W)“. 
(4) For d E I(D), if the odd subgroup K is normalized by C,,,(d) then 
K -; C,,,(d) . O(M). 
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Proof. For (l)-(3) see [14, Lemma 3.61. To prove (4) we may assume that 
K = [K, d] and O(M) =: 1. By 4.3.4 we may assume H ru PS1,(2, 4) or 
PGL(2, q). By inspection, q 3 7. Thus, involution centralizers in H are 
nonabelian dihedral (see [14, Lemma 3.11). For Wr , W, :< C,(d)< with 
IV, ‘v W, = va and W, + W, , we have by (3) K < C,(w,) n CH(~2) with 
wr E W,* and wa E W,+. Checking Dickson’s list ([16, II, 7.281) we find that 
if wr -/ wa , this intersection is a 2-group. Hence, either K - I or W, 
r+ =m: d and K :< C,(d) as required. 1 
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose G _ lDG,> is an SD*(D)-group with O(G) -= 1. 
Take D :.i S E Syl,(G). 
(1) G is an SD(D)-group and D = Q,(S). D = S if and only if G is 
nonexceptional. 
(2) If G is solvable, then G D or G Y PGL(2, 3). 
(3) If G is perfect, then G Y L’,(4), AT, or PSL(2, q) with q _. 5. If G 
has one class of involutions, then G is perfect and in fact simple. 
(4) Suppose G is nonexceptional and K induces a faithful group of odd 
outer automorphisms on G. Then K is cyclic. 
(5) Suppose G is perfect and nonexceptional, iZ2 k G, and j AZ : G 1 == 211 
for n odd. Further suppose that M is an SD(D,)-group for some D, f D. Then 
Ad is an SD*(D,)-group. 
(6) Suppose G is perfect. If G is a nonsplitting central extension of the 
nontrivial 2-group Z by G, then & is not an SD”(D,)-group for any D, . 
Proof. (l)-(4) can be immediately verified from the appropriate parts of 
4.1 through 4.5. They will he used at times without reference. 
For (5) let (D, DJ .:.: S E Syl,(M). As / D, 1 2 4 and D E S&,(G), 
D n D, # 1. As all the involutions of D are fused in G by (3), D, > D. 
Because D, f D we must have D, > D, hence, D, E SyI,(M). Therefore, 
by the theorem of Gorenstein and Walter [ 14, Theorem 1] M is an 
SD*(D,)-group. 
By (3) to prove (6) we need consider only G ‘v U,(4), A,, or PSL(2, q) 
for q ;;- 5. By [15, Theorem 21 U,(4) h as odd order Schur multiplier, hence, 
G % Us(4). If G ‘v A, or PSL(2, q), then G has a generalized quaternion 
Sylow 2-subgroup (see [16, V, 25.7; 171) and so is not an SD(D,)-group. 1 
LEMMA 4.7. Suppose the SD*(D)-group H contains a subgroup B of odd 
order normalized 6-y D, where D has order at least 8. Then, for z E Z(D)“, 
[B, 4 < [O(H), ~1. 
Proof. Without loss B 7: [B, z]. Let K = (DH) > B. If K -= D . O(K), 
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then B < O(K) < O(H). Further K/O(K) 74 Ua(4) as j D j > 8. Hence, we 
may assume K N A,, PSL(2, q), or PGL(2, Q) with D E Syl,(K). Conse- 
quently, by 4.5.3 B .< C(z) . O(K), and thus, B = [B, ,z] < [C(z) ’ O(K), z] < 
[wo 4. I 
LEMMA 4.8. Suppose the group H contains a p-group B, p an odd prime, 
which is normalized by C,(d) for d E I(H). If d is isolated in H or if H is an 
SD*(D)-group with d E I(D), then [B, d] ,< O,(H). 
Proof. Without loss B = [B, d]. We proceed by induction on 1 H 1. If 
O,(H) j; 1 then, in H = H/O,(H), B is CR(d)-invariant; so by induction 
JZ? < O,(R) = 1 and B < O,(H). Hence, O,(H) = 1. Assume first that 
O(H) # 1. Again by induction B < O(H). 
Choose q E rr(F(O(H))), and let Q = O,(F(O(H))) and R = Co(d). Thus, 
[R, B] < Q n B < O,(H) = I. Now d inverts the quotient C,(R)/R. 
Therefore, B = [B, d] centralizes the quotient. That is, [C,(R), B] < R. 
Consequently, [Co(R), B] = [Co(R), B, B] < [R, B] = 1. As B . R acts 
on Q with [B, Co(R)] = I, we must have [B, Q] = 1 by the Thompson 
Lemma 2.4. In a similar fashion, [B, O,(H)] = 1 for all primes of r(F(O(H))) 
Therefore, B < C,&F(O(H))) <F(O(H)), and B < O,(H) = 1. 
Consequently, we may assume that O(H) = 1. Now d E Z*(H) = Z(H) 
implies that B = [B, d] = I. Therefore, without loss, His an SD*(D)-group 
and for N = (DH), O(N) .< O(H) = 1. In fact, N P U,(4), A, , PSL(2, q), 
or PGL(2,q). If N % U,(4), then B < C(d) . O(H) = C(d) by 4.5.4. Hence, 
B = [B, d] = 1. Therefore we may assume N N U,(4). In that case, a 
maximal subgroup of N containing C,(d) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of N 
and so is given by 4.2.3. As B =-= [B, d] < N we see again that B = 1, 
completing our proof of 4.8. a 
In the remainder of this section we prove a ZJ-theorem very like that 
proved by Goldschmidt in [I 11. The following definition is appropriate. 
DEFINITION. Let I&,[ li, X] be the set of v-invariant n-subgroups P < H 
such that C,(V) < O(C,(V)). In addition, let kI,*[V, ~1 be the set of 
maximal members of EI,[V, n]. 
LEMMA 4.9. Suppose P E a,[ V, p] f or some prime p. Then either P E 
kI,*[V,p] or there is a P,,E~I,JV,~] with P <1 P,. 
Proof. Let P < Q E kI,*[V, p]. Either P = Q or we may take 
Po = No(P). I 
We set some notation which we will keep for the remainder of Section 4. 
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Thus, we let H be a nonexceptional SD*(D)-group and V .< D with I7 v I; . 
Further, we let AT = (DH) O(H), P E M,*[V, p] for some odd prime p, 
and L = AT. P. 
(1) P n O(H) 6 S~l,,(O(ff)). 
(2) p E %*v, PI. 
(3) II = N . NH(P). 
Proof. Letting R = H/O(H), certainly P E kIR[ i7, p]. Choose Q -:: O(H) 
with P ,< Q E%&*[ v, p]. Now I’ normalizes some R E Syl,(Q) with P :s< R. 
However C,( I’) 5: O(C,( I’)), hence, R EI&,[I’, p]. Therefore, P = R and 
P n O(H) : A n O(H) E Syl,(O(H)), proving (1). 
We claim that L (j H. Certainly N 4 13, and since H = N . XH(D) by the 
Frattini argument we also have M = N . 0(17,(D)) 4 H. As 1 M : N / is odd 
and K = C,,,(V/O(H)) a H, we must have K -c< N. Therefore, M/n’ 
induces odd outer automorphisms on N/O(H). Thus, M/2v is cyclic by 
4.6.4. Now, letting H = H/N, we have g == NH(D). Noting that P mz ~ __- 
[P, V/l C,( C’) < N O(C(V)), we have P :< O(C(V)). Also, p acts on ~ -__ ~ ____ 
D 4 H, centralizing I/. Hence, p :< C(D) n O(C( V)) := C(D) n O(C( V)) .< ~__ 
O(C(D)). Thus, N :.: L s< M where !Va H and ill-3 H. As M/V is cyclic 
we must have L 4 H as claimed. 
In view of (I), to prove (2) we may assume O(H) == I. Let P -< R t 
kI,*(l/‘, p). As r is self-centralizing in a Sylow 2-subgroup of L, C,(V) =m~ 
I x O(C,(I’)). Thus, C,( I’) -sz O(C,( If)) :< O(C( V)) and R E I$,[ V’, p]. 
Consequently, R 1 P, and we have (2). 
As L (I H, for any h E H, PI’ ~‘1,. \ve claim that P and P’l are L-conjugate. 
Clearly we may assume that P 4 Syl,(L). Thus, by 4.5.2 we may find D, and 
D, in Syl,(L) such that I’ :< II), .:., N(P) and I”’ --< D2 -< N(P”). Therefore, 
choosing a k EL such that D,‘: = I), , we have P, Phk G kI,*(D, , p) by (2). 
Now by 4.51 P and Phk, and therefore, P and P” are conjugate in L. Thus, 
for h E H, let n EL such that P” = P?‘. Then h n(n-lh) E iV P N(P) 
1V N(P). Therefore, H = N N(P), a iving (3) and completing 4.10. 1 
We now may prove our ZJ-theorem. Recall that, for a p-group Q, -d(Q) mm: 
{il .< Q 1 A is abelian of maximal order) and J(Q) = .,:A 1 A E .ri’(Q)> 
(see [12, 8.21). 
LEMMA 4.11. Suppose that H is a nonexceptional SD*(D)-group z&h 
V 5; D and V Y Vg. Assume that F*(H) is a p-group for an odd prime p. 
If P EI&,*[V, p], then Z(J(P)) <1 H. 
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Proof. Let Z : Z(J(P)). As 2 is characteristic in P, 4.10.3 implies that 
we need only show 2 9 L -p- N . P. Let H = H/O(H). 
From 4.10.1 and the original ZJ-theorem of Glauberman [12, 8.2.111 we 
see that Z(J(P)) is characteristic in P O(H). In particular, we may assume 
that P > P n O(H). Al so, if P E Syl,(L) then since L has dihedral Sylow 
2-subgroups, Glauberman’s ZJ-theorem implies that Z(/(P)) 4 L (see 
[ 12, 8.1.21). Thus we may also assume that P 4 Syl,(L). 
As ilr covers all even order composition factors of L, we have C,(x) 2< 
,I’ . O(L) where O(L) = O(H). In particular, if fl N D or PGL(2,3) then odd 
Sylow subgroups of fl are cyclic of prime order and we must have either 
P E Syl,(L) or P = P n O(H). 
Therefore, we have w N_ A,, PSL(2, q), or PGL(2, q) with y > 5. As 
P fI?I,*(V,p) by 4.10.2 but P $ Syl,(L), we find from 4.5.2 that P is nor- 
malized by some Sylow 2-subgroup of L. Thus it suffices to show that 
Za O?(L) = R, where R has one composition factor of even order and that 
factor is simple, isomorphic to A, or PSL(2, q) for q 2; 5. Note that F*(R) --= 
F*(H) is ap-group and that O(H) = O(R). Let Pl = P n O(H) = P n O(R). 
For any p-group B g R, we define C*(B) to be the complete preimage in 
R of O,(R/C,(B)). As Syl ow 2-subgroups of R are dihedral we know that, for 
any x E R such that [B, X, X] = 1, we must have x E C*(B) (see [12, 8.1.21). 
In particular since Z 4 P, we find [F*(R), Z, Z] = 1 hence Z < C*(F*(R)) = 
F*(R). 
Noting that by assumption Z = Z n F*(R) $ R, we now choose a 
nontrivial p-group B of minimal order subject to the conditions that B 4 R 
and Z n B $ R. The minimality of B implies that B has class at most 2 and 
B’ .< 2 n B (see [12, 8.2.101). 
Suppose C*(B) $ O(R). As C*(B) a R, C*(B) must cover the only even 
composition factor of R. In fact, since C*(B)/C,(B) is a p-group, C,(B) 
must cover the even composition factor. Therefore we have R = P . O(R) . 
C(B); and so Z n B a R, contradicting our choice of B. Thus, C*(B) < O(R). 
The ZJ-theorem of Glauberman implies that Z(J(P,)) is characteristic in 
O(R), therefore, we may assume that J(P) # ](PJ. So we can find an 
A E d(P) with A 4 O(R). Choose such an A to maximize 1 A n B I. If B 
normalizes A, then [B, A, A] = 1; and so from the above A < C*(B) z< 
O(R). As this is not the case, B $ N,(A). 
Using Glauberman’s replacement theorem [12, 8.2.71 we can find an 
A* E d(P) with ,L2 n B < A* n B and A* < N,(A). By our choice of A, 
A* < Pl so that d(P,) Cd(P). In particular, Z < Z(J(P,)). Therefore, 
we see that B I? Z(/(P,)) a R with Z n (B n Z(J(P,))) = 2 n B. By our 
choice of B we must have B < Z(J(P,)). Now this implies that B < 
ZW’,)) G A* < N,(A), contradicting the previous paragraph. This 
completes the proof of 4.11. a 
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5. THE MINIMAL COUNTEREXAMPLE 
We now attack our Main Theorem. The proof is by induction. Let G be a 
counterexample to the theorem of minimal order. Thus, for any SD(D,)- 
group H with j H j < j G i, H is an SD*(D,)-group. However, for some 
dihedral 2-subgroup D, G is an SD(D)-group but not an SD*(D)-group. 
Within G we choose such a D of minimal possible order. 
LEMMA 5.1. CD(;) = G, and O(G) = I. D is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, 
andID 28. 
Proof. The first sentence is immediate by induction. If the second sentence 
is not true, G is an SD*(D)-group by [ 11 ,Theorem A] and [14, Theorem I]. 1 
For the balance of our proof we choose S E SyI,(G) with D +’ S and let 
(z) == Z(D). 
LEMMA 5.2. LYo subgroup H of G is an exceptional SD*(D n H)-group. 
Proof. We need only show that G contains no H with KiO(K) N CJcS(4) 
where K =- ((D n H)H/. We may assume that T == S n HE Syl,(H) and 
let V = D n T N Vd. Further, take N == N,(Y) and D, = D n N. Then 
by 4.2.2 T K N and V < T’. For t E I(D) - V we have j t,V i == 2, so 
i N : C,“(t)1 --= 2. In particular C,(t) “: N’ ;> T’ :‘; I/, a contradiction. Thus, 
no such H exists. [ 
LEMMA 5.3. The involutions of D are fused in G. 
Proof. Let I(D) == z u 9 u ~0. If .z is isolated in G (that is, .zG n S =~ z) 
then by Glauberman’s Z*-theorem [7, Corollary I] z E Z*(G) = Z(G). -- 
G :-= G/(z) is then an SD(D)-group (in fact an SD*(D)-group) with Q,(D)+ 
isolated in G. Continuing in this way D (! G and D - G, clearly not the case. 
Therefore, without loss, x E z G. If y $ zG then, for D, .:= (xD), G is an 
SD(D,)-group because the cyclic subgroups of D of order more than 2 are 
weakly closed in S with respect to G. By our choice of D, G is an SD”(D,)- ~- 
group. For G = G/(DIG), G == Nc(D,) and so 7 .-- 0” is isolated in G. 
Again by the Z*-theorem 7 E Z*(G). Hence, the SD(D)-group G is an 
extension of the normal, perfect, nonexceptional SD*(D,)-group (D,‘) by a 
group of twice odd order. By 4.6.5 G is an SD*(D)-group and not a counter- 
example. Thus, y E zc, giving 5.3. 1 
LEMMA 5.4. G is simple. 
Proof. Note that, for any K 4 G, 5.1 and 5.3 imply that either D n K = 1 
or D :.‘< K and K z G. Also (z”> -: G and z E D’, therefore, G’ 2 (zG> _ G. 
That is, G is perfect. 
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Suppose O,(G) # 1. If D ,< O,(G) then D a G and D = G. Thus, 
DnO,(G) = l.AsDqS and O,(G) 4 S, [D, O,(G)] <D n O,(G) = 1. 
Therefore, D < C(O,(G)) 4 G and O,(G) < Z(G). Now 4.6.6 and induction 
give a contradiction. Consequently, O,(G) = 1. As O,(G) = O(G) := 
F(G) = 1, we must have E(G) = F*(G) + 1, with E(G) a direct product of 
simple groups. 
Suppose D n E(G) = 1. Then M = D . E(G) is not perfect, so 112 < G. 
By induction :‘lZis an SD*(D)-group with D E Syl,((D”)). As all composition 
factors of z1I have even order, D = (D”) and [D, E(G)] < D n E(G) = 1. 
Therefore, D -:< C,(E(G)) = C,(F*(G)) <F*(G) = E(G), a contradiction. 
As a result, D < E(G) = G. Choose L 4 G, L a simple component of G. 
If D n L = 1, then as above D . L is not perfect and induction gives [D, L] s< 
DnL=l.ButthenD<C,(L)uG, a contradiction. Thus D <L =: G, 
and G is simple. 1 
LEMMA 5.5. G contains no nontrivial abelian 2-subgroup that is strongly 
closed in S with respect to G. G has no proper strongly embedded subgroup. 
Pyoof. In either case, simplicity of G would force Q,(S) to be abelian 
(see [5, 1 I]). However Q,(S) > D, and so Qi(S) is not abelian. 1 
As NQ(D)/D . C,(D) is an abelian 2-group of rank at most 2 (see 4.1.5) we 
concentrate much of our attention on C,(D) and T = C,(D). 
LEMMA 5.6. (1) (Dc(z’) = D . O(<Dccn))) -3 D . O(C,(z)). In partic- -- 
ular, D 4 C,(z) = Co(z)/O(C,(z)). 
(2) Co(D) . O(C&)) ~2 G(z) with T E Syl,(G@) . O(C&))). 
(3) C,(z) = S . C,(D) . O(Co(z)). 
Proof. (1) is immediate by induction. (2) and (3) are easy consequences of 
(1) and 4.1.5. 1 
LEMMA 5.7. Let w1 and wg be representatives of the two noncentral classes 
of I(D). Suppose X ,< Co(D) with Q E S&(X). Then there exist subgroups 
Xi < S with / X : Xi / < 2 such that wi E zC(QnX*) for i = 1, 2. Further 
there exists a Y < X with / X : Y / = 1, 2, or 4 such that wi E NQnY) for 
i = 1, 2. We have zG n C,(Q n Y) = zC(QnY) and Q n Y 3 @(Q) . 
(Q n O?(X)). 
Proof. Let g E G with zy = wr and take U = a,(D). We have U (i S, so 
1 S : C,( U)j = 2. Thus, aG n @5(S) C zG n C,(U) = z. Clearly, X < C(w,); 
I so, in C(wJ = C(wJ/O(C(w,)), X acts on ?% and 5. Take Xi =. C’(I/!j) 
and let -71; be the complete preimage in X of X1 . Thus : X : Xi ; .< 2 and, 
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in particular, 0, Q n S, Q(Q). As Q, centralizes UJ, 0, centralizes 
C!“’ for some c E C(wi). Let D . . PI and U’“’ m-1 P, for PI , P, E Syl,(C(~,)). 
Then PI” : P, f _ or some y E C(Qr). As u” zG n @(P,) and wi Z~ n @(P?) 
we must have zq =~- z~‘i Thus zui E ~~(~1). In an entirely similar manner WC 
find suitable S, and 0, with ec, E zP(oz). Now letting Y -:: X1 n S, the rest 
of our lemma follows as IV ., O?(S) and 0, n Qa Q(Q). I 
LEMMA 5.8. (I) S/Z1 Z’S not cyclic. 
(2) If S/D is abelian, then S -2 D . T. 
(3) 2 $ @CT). 
(4) W(T)) >, 2. 
(5) m(T) > 3. 
Proof. Because D is strongly- closed in S with respect to G, (I) is immediate 
from 2.7. For (2), we note that S’ . .’ D implies that, for all Q E S&(G), 
S n Q’ *< D. Also N(D)/D C(D) is abelian by 4.1.5, hence, N(S)’ 
N(D)’ ’ D . C(D). Thus, ;S n N(S)‘, S n Q’ j Q E S&,(G)) .- : II T. NOW 
by Griin’s first theorem [12, 7.4.21 S D T. Letting X x 0 T, (3) is 
immediate from 5.7. 
If m(T) = 1 then by (3) (z>, = T and S/D T = S/D is abelian. But then 
by (2) S -:-- D . T = D, contradicting 5. I. Thus, m(T) ;; 2. Now if Q(T) : I, 
(4) is clearly true. Otherwise (@P(T) n Z(T), z\ has rank at least 2 and lies in 
Z(T), giving (4). 
Suppose m(T) = 2. As m(Z( T)) = 2, Q,(Z( T)) := Q,(T) E V4 L-sing 5.7, 
choose a nontrivial t E Q,(T) with z ctf) n S f z. If possible choose t E Q(T). 
If zG n C(t) = : z@), then by 2.5 tC n C(z) = tC(-). In that case 56.2 implies 
that tc n S C {t, tz). Either the Z*-theorem or 3.3 applies to contradict the 
simplicity of G. Thus, zG n C(t) # zc(‘), and in particular t $ G?(T) by 5.7. 
By our choice of t, O(T) =- 1 and T =z (t, z>. Also we see that t centralizes 
no element which fuses the two noncentral classes of I(D). xote that 
1 D . T : D 1 -: 2, so by (1) S =/ D . T. Therefore, by (2) S/D is not abelian. 
Let X be the cyclic maximal subgroup of D. Suppose first that C,(X) :‘I 
D . T. Then by 4.15 S/D . T is cyclic. But then S/D is abelian, contradicting 
the above. Therefore, / D . C,(X) : D . T 1 == 2. Choose ‘u E C,(X) - X T. 
Then (see 4.1.5), f . 01 w a noncentral involution of D, wV 6 wD; and so 
(ww”) z: x. If 212 = 1 then (ww~)” = w”w == (wwv)-l, contradicting 
2, E C,(X). Consequently, j z! / > 2. As / C,(X) : X- T / 2, Q,((@?) ’ T. 
But in the preceding paragraph we have seen that [t, V] = [tz, V] f 1. 
Hence, a,((~)) = (z). For any og E S, Q,((u~))+ E zG n @(S) == z; thus, 
g E C(z). Now note that 1 D . C(X) . O(C(z)) : D C(D) O(C(z))/ = 2 and 
both subgroups are normal in C(z). D . C,(X) E Syl,(D . C(X) O(C(z))). 
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Consequently, for all integers i and all z’g E S, (a%)~ = 2 in s = S/D T. 
Therefore, by 2.7 z’$ 02(G), contradicting the simplicity of G. Thus, 
m(T) l- 3, completing the proof of 5.8. 1 
For any T,, with 1 f T,, < T we let H(T,) z-7 (DCtTo)), letting H(t) = 
H((t)) for t E T#. W’e then define Z’ = {H j I-I == H(T,) for some T, , 
xc n C,;(T,,) = .zc(To)}. Because we require T,, # 1, we see by induction, 
4.6.3, and 5.2 that, for HE 2, H/O(H) ‘v A, or PSL(2, y) for q > 5. 
LEMMA 5.9. 2 # %. 
Proof. From 5.85, j T [ > 8. Therefore, using 5.7, we may find a 
nontrivial 1’ s: T with H(Y) E 2. 1 
Let SF be the set of elements of 2 of maximal order and choose an 
HE ?Y* with R = C,(H) of maximal order. In particular it is clear that 
R E SVL(C,(H)). We focus on the fusion properties of R. _ - 
LEMMA 5. IO. If R” n R # I, then g E N(H). 
Proof. This is immediate as HE Z*. 1 
We see from 5.10 that H resembles a component of “standard type” as 
discussed in [3]. 
LEn~lml.4 5.1 1. R is not strong<)) closed in S with respect to G. 
Proof. Otherwise, in view of 5.10, 2.8 implies that G has a proper strongly 
embedded subgroup, thereby contradicting 5.5. i 
LEMMA 5.12. If Q = (rG n S [ r E R) then N,(R)/R acts faithfully on H 
but not faithfully on H/O(H). 
Proof. As R E Syl,(C(H)) the faithful action of N,(R)/R on H is im- 
mediate from 5.1 I. Choose any r E R”. Then H(r) E L%‘ so that zPr) = 
zG n C(r). Thus, by 2.5 YC(~) = yG n C(z) 3 rG n S, and 5.6.2 gives 
yG n S C T. Whence, Q centralizes D and is weakly closed in S with respect 
to G. By 2.6 N(Q) controls the fusion of D ,( C,(Q). In fact, since D < 
C(Q) 4 N(Q), we find that H(Q) ~2. Now let N = N,(R) and Ni = 
C,v(H/O(H)). If N # Nl, we may choose P < N with j P : N, 1 == 2. 
H(Q) < H(P), hence, H(P) EX; however P 3 R so H(P) < H(R) = H. 
Now the action of PIN, on H/O(H) coupled with 4.3.3 and 4.4.5 yields 
a contradiction. Therefore, N = Ni , proving 5.12. 1 
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LEMMA 5.13. 11 is not quasisimple. 
Proof. If II is quasisimple, then any faithful action on II induces a 
faithful action on If/O(H) = HjZ(f1). This would contradict 5.12. 1 
6. THE CONTRADICTION 
In this section we first construct a signal&r functor. As our subgroup 
H is not quasisimple, the signalizer functor must be “large.” Lysing our 
relative %/-theorem 4.1 1 we derive the final contradiction. 
LEMMA 6.1. If 7; is any noncyclic abelian subgroup of T, then 0 given lql 
‘4GAfo)) = [O(G(t,,))> 4 . (O(C,b)) n C,(h)), for t,, c Top> 
is a l;-signalizer functor. Let B(T,) = (0(C,(t,)) j t, E TJ for any T, T 
mith m( T,) .> 2. Then fov all such TI , B(T,) == e(T) has odd order. 
Proojl This result is very much like [lo, Theorem 3.11. The first statement 
holds under a much broader range of circumstances than those considered 
here. Its proof depends only on the validity of 4.7, 4.8, and 5.6.1. 
Since [O(C(t,)), .z] is normalized by O(C(z)) A C(t,), Q(C(t,)) has odd 
order. As To is abelian and centralizes H, T, normalizes e(C(t,)). Thus, if 0 is 
balanced, that is, if 
ewd) n c(h) -’ wv,))~ for all t, , t, E T,*, 
then 0 defines a solvable T,-signalizer functor, in the sense of [8]. For the 
moment we assume that B is balanced and verify the remaining statements of 
6.1. 
Let T,, be an elementary abelian subgroup of T of rank at least 3. Such 
a subgroup exists by 5.8.5. Then by Goldschmidt’s signalizer functor theorem 
[9, Main Theorem] e(T,) has odd order. Choose V :.z Z(T) with T’ ‘v F* 
(see 5.8.4). For any t E Tif’, (t, V) . is a e ian of rank at least 2. Thus, to b 1’ 
verify the last statement of 6.1 it suffices to show that for any noncyclic 
abelian subgroup TI of T (in particular for TI = T,) e( TI) = e(V). But 
e(C(t,)) = (Q(C(t,)) n C(V) 1 v E V*‘) < 8(V) by balance. Therefore, 0( TI) -2 
6’( I’), and similarly we find B(T,) >, e(V). 
We now need only show that the balance condition is satisfied. Let f, , 
t, E T,+ and K = C(t,) n @(C(Q). We must show that K < e(C(t,)). As K 
is a D-invariant subgroup of C(t,) and 1 D / > 8, [K, z] < [O(C(t,)), z] xc 
e(C(t,)) by 4.7. Thus it suffices to show that L = C,(r) <; e(C(t,)). In fact 
since [L, D] .’ (Dctz)) z.5 D O(C(x)), we have [L, D] :< O(C(x)) n C(t,). 
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Thus, we need only show that C,(D) < t?(C(r,)). This we do by proving that 
C,(D) .< O(C(z)) whence C,(D) < O(C(z)) n C(t,) < s(C(tJ). 
As L :< K < e(C(t,)) it suffices to show that C(D) r\ e(C(t,)) < O(C(a)). 
Clearly by the definition of B this amounts to showing that C(D) n 112 < 
O(C(.a)) where M =T [O(C(t,)), a]. For any U < D with U E V4, we have 
,lil = [RI, a] = [M, U]. Thus by [IO, Theorem 2.31 we find that C,\,(D) :( 
C,,,(CT) = ([C,\,(U), U] n C(CT) 1 u E U”). 
For each u E lJ#, [C,,(U), c’] ,< (UC(ur;; and as M has odd order 
[C&,(U), U] cr O(C(u)). Thus, [C,b,(~), U] n C(U) < O(C(u)) n C(L:) < 
O(C(C’)), and C,,,,(D) < C,(U) n C(D) < O(C(U)) n C(D) :<. O(C(D)). 
However, O(C(D)) . O(C(z)) a C(z) by 56.2, hence, C,\,(D) < O(C(D)) < 
O(C(z)) as required. This gives 6.1. i 
LEMMA 6.2. C,(z) normalizes 8(T) but does not contain e(T). 
Proof. If e(T) < C(Z), then [O(H), Z] :< [O(C(y)), x] < B(T) .: C(Z) for 
any Y E R”. In that case z E C,(O(H)) 4 H. Since H = (z”:, is perfect, this 
says that O(H) .< Z(H) and H is quasisimple, against 5.13. Thus, 
e(T) .g cp). 
LVe know by 56.3 that C(Z) = S . C(D) O(C(x)). As T 4 S, S normalizes 
e(T); and O(C(z)) = &C(x)) < 0(T). H ence, to show that C(Z) -< N(e(T)) 
we need only show that C(D) < N(e(T)). For any Sylow 2-subgroup T* of 
C(D) we may define, as in 6.1, B( T*) having all the suitable properties of e(T). 
The set {e(T*) / T* E Sy&(C(D))} admits C(D) acting transitively by con- 
jugation. 
By Gaschutz’ theorem ([16], I, 17.4) we know that, for some N, 
C(D) = (z) x N with N 3 O?(C(D)) and N of even order. Letting 
K -= C(Oz(C(D)) n S) we have seen in 5.7 that xc n K == #. Thus, by 
2.5 we must have tG n C(z) = t c(Z) for all t E O*(C(D)) n S. Since (see 
5.6.2) 02(C(D)) . O(C(z)) g C(Z), we find that 02(C(D)) n S is strongly 
closed in S with respect to G. In particular, N cannot possess a proper strongly 
embedded subgroup. For in that case 1 f Q,(02(C(D)) n S) is an abelian 
2-subgroup strongly closed in S with respect to G (see [5]). This contradicts 
5.5. Therefore (see [5, (3), p. 5281) if P, Q E Syl,(N), there exists a series 
P :; P,, ,..., Pi ,..., P,, = Q with Pi E Syl,(N) and P,-, n Pi 75 1 for all i 
with 1 < i :< n. 
Now for our Sylow 2-subgroup T* of C(D), we let P = T n N and Q == 
T* n N. Finding first a series P = Pu ,..., Pi ,..., P, = Q as in the preceding 
paragraph, we let Ti = (.a>. Pi for each i with 1 < i < n. This provides us 
with a series T =z T,, ,..., Ti ,..., T, == T* with Ti E Syl,(C(D)) and 
m(Tjm, A TJ > 2 for all i with 1 < i < n. Now from 6.1 we find that 
e(T,+,) Z.-z e(Ti-, n Ti) = e(T,) f or all iwith 1 < i 2: n, hence, e(T) = e(T*) 
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for all 7’” E Syl,(C(D)). Consequently C(D) normalizes 0(T) and we have 
proven 6.2. i 
Of all odd subgroups of G we choose B normalized by C,(x) but not 
contained in it, B of minimal order subject to this. From 6.2 such a B exists; 
in fact, we could choose B :< B(T). Let K be a maximal subgroup of G 
containing N,(B). In particular C,(z) :.+ K. 
LEMh1.4 6.3. B .= [B,z] is ap-groupfor someprimep, and [B,O,(C,(z)j] 1. 
Proof. As B = [B, Z] C,(Z) we have B -== [B, ~1. Because [B, z] ;:: 1, 
[F(B), ,z] # I. Therefore, B = F(B) w h ence, for some primep, B = O,(B). 
IJetting B,, =-- [C,(O,(C(z))), 21, if B, -mm 1 then by the Thompson Lemma 
2.4, we find that [B, Z] = B - 1. Thus B -=z B, commutes with O,(C(z)), 
giving 6.3. 1 
LEM~IA 6.4. For some g E G, suppose 1 f U .< O,(KO) n C,(Z!J). If 
Arci( C) 5 K!‘, then F*(K) and F*(IC’,( U)) are p-groups. 
Proof. Clearly, we may assume g : 1. Choose 51 maximal containing 
lV( K) and suppose that K $ N(U) so that, in particular, K -{= M. 
NOW LT ‘: O,(K) n C(z) -< O,(C(z)), so by 6.3 B z’; C(U) < dl. As B is 
C(z)-invariant B = [B, Z] :< O,(M) by 4.8. Similarly B ~1 O,(K). Let 
C;, 2 iL’,,(,)( U) and B, NF,c,,(B). Then U1 ga F*(K) with CF*(& Ci) : 
Li, : X( C:) . . M, and also B, U(i F*(M) with CFI(,&B1) -< B, -<< N(B) ..’ 
K. Since K f M and 1 # B .< O,(K) n O,(M), by 2.2 F*(K) and F*(M) 
are both p-groups. Further, F*(N(U)) ~- F*(N,,(G)) is a p-group by 2.3, 
completing the proof of 6.4. 1 
LEMMA 6.5. F*(K) is a p-group. 
Proof. In 5.5 we have seen that G has no proper strongly embedded 
subgroup. Therefore 2.8 guarantees us an h 6 K such that D n D” + 1. 
Let in E 11 n IY for some appropriate n E G. Since h $ K we can choose 
m E [n, nk11 with m $ K. Here ,z”~ E D but u”“’ -/’ ,I as C(Z) S-C K. Xou 
yz ;z, c”‘\ ‘u I/, acts on B, hence B m-c (C,(v) / 7: E I’*>. Letting d E D 
with (z”‘)” z P, we note that B > C,(Z) implies that either C,(P) c 
C,(Z) or C,(Z”‘“) :g C,(Z). Choose g E [m, md} with Cn(z”) $ C,(Z). Let 
s m: 2” and ,112 -- Kg. Then M ;r- C,(s) and as g af K, M # K. 
Let aY =: [CR(s), Z] + 1. Now B n M is a C,,(z)-invariant p-subgroup of 
M. Thus by 4.8 X X [X, Z] :; [B n M, Z] < O,(M). Assume now that 
F*(K) (hence, F*(M)) is not a p-group. As 1 :+ X 5; O,(M) n C(s), 
M ;:: Y(X) by 6.4. Letting X1 -= NF+)(X), we have C,,,,,(X,) -5: a~~ -‘. 
N(S) ’ JZ and X, g(1 F*(K). 
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Since / @‘*(K))l 3 2, Oq(P*(K)) # 1 for all q E n(F(K)). Then by 2.2 
we have O,(M) ,< C(Oq(F*(K))) < K for all q E @(K)) = m(F(M)). 
Consequently, F(M) < K. Also as M 2 N(X) and O,(K) 3 X, M > E(K). 
Now z acts on E(M); and if [.a, E(M)] # I, then (P) <L, L a component 
of E(M) (by induction and 2.1.3). As Ly-l = (z”) < M, we must have 
L =L”-’ = (V&f). Therefore, K = M = lV(L), a contradiction. As a result 
E(M) < C(z) < K. Thus F*(M) < K, and F*(M) is not a p-group. This 
contradicts 2.2 and so proves 6.5. 
LEMMA 6.6. G does not exist. 
Proof. We retain the notation of the proof of 6.5. As 1 # LX <: C(s) n 
O,(M) we know from 6.4 that F*(N(X)) is a p-group except possibly when 
M > N(X). However in that case, since F*(M) is a p-group by 6.5, 
F*(N(X)) = P*(NM(X)) is again a p-group by 2.3. 
M is a maximal subgroup satisfying the two conditions !lir s/- K and 
i%l n K 1; X . C(V) where V = (z, s). We now choose a possibly new 
maximal subgroup M that satisfies the conditions and subject to them 
maximizes / M n K j. As before, B n M is a C,(z)-invariant p-subgroup of 
M, so that we have LX == [X, a] < [B f~ AZ, z] < O,(M) by 4.8. 
LVe now let N = N(X) and Y := O,(M) n N > X. Note that C(IJ .< 
q-qopp))) < AL In particular O”(F*(M)) < Op(F*(C,,,( Y))) ~== 
O”(F*(C(Y))). Since X .< I’, C(Y) < N; and we have seen that li*(iV) is a 
p-group. Thus, F*(C(Y)) = F*(C,( Y)) is a p-group by 2.2. Hence, 
Op(F*(M)) < Og(F*(C(Y))) = 1, and F*(M) is a p-group. 
Because C(V) < K n M, all the sets I&[ I’, p], I&[ I’, p], and II,& I’, p] 
are contained in I&[ I’, p]. Choosing PI E I&[ V, p] and P, E I&,[ k’, p], our 
Z-/-theorem 4.11 gives K == N(Z(J(P,))) and M = N(Z(J(P,))). This in 
turn implies (using 4.9) that PI , Pz E &I,*[ V, p]. 
For any subgroup W with 1 # Wa K n M, we have N(W) > S . C( b’). 
Therefore our choice of M implies that either K n M = Nhf( W) or K n IlP -= 
:V,( W), depending on whether N(W) < K or not. 
As 1 # X < O,(K) n On(M) < O,(K n M), we first take W p: 
O,(K n M) and let Q = Op(F*(K n 112)). If K n M : NK(W), then 
[Q, Co,(& W)] < Q n O,(K) < Z(Q) and by the three subgroups lemma 
[Q, C, (,&W)] = 1. As Q . IV acts on O,(K), the Thompson lemma 2.4 
implielthat [Q, O,(K)] = 1. Thus Q < C,(O,(K)) < O,(K). Consequently 
Q = 1 and F*(K n M) is a p-group. If K n M = ,V,bf(W), an entirely 
similar argument gives [Q, O,(n1)] = 1, hence, Q = 1. Therefore,F*(K n AZ) 
is a p-group. 
Let Pc%I* Kn,%,[ V, p]. Then by our Z-/-theorem 4.11 1 f Z(J(P)) 4 K n M, 
and we may take W = Z(/(P)). A s a b ove, either K n AW = NK(W) or 
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i? n J$ =: -V,,,(W). In either case, since P, , P, ‘I&*[L’,p] we must have 
P EI&*[~-, p]. But now a last application of the ZJ-theorem 4.11 gives 
K = N(Z(J(P))) = M, contradicting our choice of AT. This gives 6.6 and 
completes the proof of our Main Theorem. 1 
7. COROLLARIES 
\Ve now present several corollaries to our main result and the fusion 
theorems of Section 3. If Q is generalized quaternion, then Q/Z(Q) is dihedral. 
Thus an application of the P-theorem immediately gives 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose G : (Q!“> with Q :< S E Syl,(G). Further suppose 
that Q is generalized quaternion and strongly closed in S with respect to G. 
Then d G/Z(Q) . O(G) is an SD*@)-group. 
Also along these lines we find 
THEOREM 7.2. Suppose G = (E”: with E : ‘. S E Syl,(G). Further suppose 
that E is extraspecial and strongly closed in S with respect to G. Then either 
(1) Z(E) < Z*(G) n G’ or 
(2) G is an SD*(E)-group and E is dihedral of order 8. 
For reference concerning the definition and structure of estraspecial 
p-groups, see ([12, 5.51). It is worth nothing that in case (I) of 7.2 E IS 
abelian and strongly closed in S with respect to G == G/Z(E) . O(G). Thus, 
our Main Theorem and Goldschmidt’s result [( 11, Theorem A)] furnish a 
complete description of the groups of 7.2. 
Proof. L%ssume that z g Z(E)* is not isolated in G, and choose ~9 -= 
xv t B ~-- Z(E). Then y E Z(E); and, as (z> - = E’, y” ~ 08, JYX~ and 
1 E : C,(y)1 = 2. If F = C,(y) is not elementary abelian then placing 
F - 9 E Syl,(C(y)) we find that Q(P) 3 ((Q(E))“, @(C,(y))) 2: (y, z), a 
contradiction. Thus, F is elementary abelian. Choose x E E -F, whence, 
E = ,s, F, and C,(x) == Z(E). If 1 F / ;,> 4, then 1 C,(s), > 4, contradicting 
Z(E) ~~- ~,a>. Thus, F rv C, , and E is dihedral of order 8. ConsequentI\- 
G is an SD(E)-group and so by our Main Theorem an SD*(E)-group. 1 
Using theorem 3.2 our Main Theorem allows us to describe groups 
containing a Klein 4-group weakly closed in a Sylow 2-subgroup with 
respect to the group. An instance of that situation occurs in the following 
result, related to Theorem 3.3. 
THEOREM 7.3. Suppose G ,‘a’; for some a EI(G). Let S E Syl,(G) 
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with a E S and suppose that [ ao n S / = 3. Taking G =: G/O(G) zce hare one 
of the following: 
(1) G-2 XL where 121 <2 and L-lJLi,(4) OY PSL(2,q) for 
q +z 3,5 (8) and q f 3. If 1 Z / = 2 then a $ 02(G) and a $Z*(G). 
(2) G cx (cr} . PSL(2, q”) w ere h 0 induces a Galois automorphism of 
order 2 on GF(q’) and q2 =: 9(16). H ere a may be a member of either of the two 
noncentral classes of inoolutions of G. 
(3) G- rv S, . Here a may be a member of either of the two noncentral 
classes of involutions of G. 
Proof. Without loss O(G) -= I. T k a e aG n S = {a, 6, c> with a E Z(S). 
Now 0’ E a’; n S, so U = (a, 6, c > is abelian of order 4 or 8 and J’ = 
lab, bc, ac> = 7/, By 2.6 a, b, and c are fused in N(V), hence, ab, bc, and ac 
are also. As CT is weakly closed in S and U == (a, V), (bc)o n C,(V) = 
(bc)G n C,(C) C J’by 2.6. Suppose for someg E G, J’g .< S. As / S: C,( V)j = 
2, 1 + J-0 n C,(V) < VJ n C’. Thus i(Vg, V)l < 8, so that V and U = 
(a, V) normalize V”. Let CT :< T E Syl,(N( Vg)). As sI/ < N( V”) and VII :< 
(aC n SJ;, we must have p < (aC n Tj = U. Thus, Vy :z V and V is 
weakly closed in S with respect to G. 
As v* is fused in G, from 3.2 we find that either v = ((bc)o n S) is 
strongly closed in S with respect to G or ((bc)G n S) is dihedral of order 8 
and strongly closed in S with respect to G. Letting K = ((bc)o) either a E K 
or the image of a in G/K is isolated, in which case G is an extension of K 
by a group of twice odd order by the Z*-theorem. Remembering that a E Z(S), 
we quickly find from our Main Theorem that if a E K we are in case (1) with 
jZ’= 1. If a$K and V=((bc)CnS), then case (1) with lZ/ =2 
results. If a $ K and V f ((bc)G n S), then we find cases (2) and (3). This 
completes 7.3. 1 
Finally, it is perhaps of interest to note that our theorem (along with 
the classification theorems of [ 1, 141) could be used to give a shorter proof 
of a combined result of Gorenstein, Harada, and Smith ([ 13, 181) classifying 
groups with Sylow 2-subgroup D x 0, where D is dihedral and Q is dihedral 
or quasidihedral. 
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